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IMPERIAL PROJECTS & SERVICES

IMPERIAL

is an Electronic Security Services
Provider that specialises in Electronic Security, Access
Control and CCTV Systems. Imperial
was established in
2006 and is based in Muscat, Oman.
The company
prides itself on completing projects on time and on budget
while exceeding quality standards. Previous projects range
from single and easy to use general security systems to
some of the most complex security systems in Muscat.
Existing clients include commercial enterprises, government
departments and local councils. Imperial “IPS” can arrange
service and maintenance agreements which are individually
tailored to meet the
requirements of each client.

Recent Projects

Services

Alarms

Access Control

Imperial provides intruder detection systems for Commercial
or Government Organisations and has many years experience
in installing and servicing all types of Security Alarm systems.
All products, prior to being supported by the company, are
thoroughly tested by our technicians with regard to their
features and in particular, to reliability.

Access Control Systems can be stand alone or PC based,
with proximity and SmartCard/MiFare readers. The Company
has installed a variety of Access Control Systems from
single door to multi door, major systems such as Hospitals,
Universities, Police Stations, Courthouses and Detention
Centre’s.
Imperial
can provide a system to control all aspects of
personnel movement. The recording of transactions through
doors, gates, turnstiles or elevators is easily accomplished.
Automatic control of lighting and air-conditioning can also be
achieved. Imperial technicians have extensive experience
with a number of different systems.

Imperial systems range from simple and easy to use general
security systems, to some of the most complex system in
Oman.
The addition of Back-to-Base central monitoring
and factories means your premises is always being
for
watched. Imperial also install major systems utilising various
technologies such as Video Motion Detection, Perimeter
Protection and Closed Circuit television equipment.

CCTV

Central Station Monitoring

The Company’s policy is to select only the highest quality
equipment for any
requirements. Imperial
are
accredited partners with the suppliers of the most advanced
Closed Circuit Camera equipment in the world and install,
supply and commission CCTV Systems for a wide variety of
clients. Imperial systems include full integration with access
management systems, with matrix switchers, multiplexers
and digital recording based platforms. These systems have
been installed for the Department of Correction and Juvenile
Justice, for Shopping Centre’s, Factories and many other
Commercial and Government installations.

Imperial can provide the highest standard of Security Control
Room Monitoring Implementation.
The sensible approach to security monitoring is to ensure you
are always protected, that’s why we support in watching your
premises 24 hours a day, every day of the year.
If your smoke detectors are connected to your security system,
it makes sense to have someone watching your premises when
you are not there. Battery smoke detectors are great when your
there but who hears them when you’re not around?

ParQube LE - Parking Solutions
Entry station with 2D barcode printed ticket from roll ParQube
Parqube LE is a flexible unit that fully controls lane entry by
issuing a barcoded ticket to all transient users, by checking
card, TAG, etc. to all permanent users.
Full color graphic display option, gives clear user messages.
Double language display capability. Manages all languages.
The Entry/Exit stations for the ParQube product range feature
the latest and most advanced technologies. Thanks to the
modularity of the design combined with the flexibility of the
management software solutions the stations are ready to
accommodate any number of future developments. The
Parking barriers, managed by the Entry/Exit stations, come
from the FAAC Group’s many years of experience in gate
automation.
Our ticket technology is based on a very reliable barcode
solution that allows reading of even the most worn tickets. With
dual 2D barcodes printed on the ticket this allows us to read the
information frompartially damaged or even missing sections of
code.

Fire

Active & Passive Networking

Fire safety measures include those that are intended to
prevent ignition of an uncontrolled fire, and those that are
used to limit the development and effects of a fire after it
starts.

The focus of this article is on passive monitoring but a brief
description of active monitoring can help distinguish the
features and advantages of passive monitoring.

Fire safety measures include those that are planned during
the construction of a building or implemented in structures
that are already standing, and those that are taught to occupants of the building.
Threats to fire safety are referred to as fire hazards. A fire
hazard may include a situation that increases the likelihood
of a fire or may impede escape in the event a fire occurs.
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Latest Projects
Land Side Traffic Management System - Salalah International Airport

At Salalah airport, forecourt parking has more space for the ongoing
traffic, to control IPS has come up the latest HUB Parking Technology with
complete automated parking solution. HUB Parking Technology is
offering a wide range of flexible solutions to suit customer’s requirements. With long-term experiences in the airport sector HUB Parking
Technology is capable of providing turn-key solutions with the highest
scalability for your parking infrastructure and supplies all necessary
details to increase your parking facilities' revenues.
Common features:
. Bay Monitoring
. Guidance Systems led by Variable Message Signs
. Valet Parking for highest convenience
. Automated Payment systems etc.,
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Empowering Customer Service in Ministry of ManPower-Al Bhurmi

Waiting in a queue, standing for your turn is no one’s favorite activity. If
you have poor service quality, and frustrated customers, you can change
the situation by implementing quality service experience through
planned service design.
Service industries require an efficient, strategic approach to managing
queues. For over 25 years Wavetec has been transforming how companies design their servicescape. Wavetec provides a state of the art Queue
Management System (QMS); an Enterprise Solution, with a current design
and an Enterprise level information system to map customers’ journey
and enhance customer experiences. Globally, Wavetec is one of the
largest manufacturers and suppliers of queue management systems.
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